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Maintain the calibration of the time transfer facilities in laboratories 

contributing to UTC.

– Including new calibrations for the many uncalibrated systems or 

updating outdated values

Use the calibration trips contributed by RMOs and individual laboratories 

in a consistent and optimal manner.

Optimize the set of uB uncertainties for UTC.

Maintain Guidelines: a document that covers all aspects of GNSS 

equipment calibration. 

Maintain a web page with access to all information on calibrations for UTC

Part I: GNSS calibrations for UTC 

Goals
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Calibrations web page

http://www.bipm.org/jsp/en/TimeCalibrations.jsp

On line 09/04/2015

Intended to host all 

reports of UTC calibrations  
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Two groups of laboratories

– Group 1: Calibration trips regularly carried out by the BIPM

– Group 2: Other laboratories. Calibration trips for group 2 are performed under 

responsibility of the RMOs.

– Group 1 laboratories are proposed by the RMOs. Typically < 10 such labs. List may 

evolve with time.

The BIPM will maintain an open database with all calibration results.

– Each calibration report will be identified by a unique calibration identifier Cal_Id to 

be used as a reference for the calibration info (e.g. in CGGTTS header)

uCAL calibration uncertainties for UTC links are set by the BIPM

Principles
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« BIPM Guidelines for GNSS calibrations » v3.0 distributed in April 2015. 

– Minor update in v3.1 in September 2015

Practical calibration procedures covering: operations; computation; report of 

results. (see Guidelines document)

– Annex 1- Operational procedures for a visit of the traveling equipment

– Annex 2- Procedure for computing the difference of GPS C/A code measurements 

(to be finalized)

– Annex 3- Procedure for computing raw difference of GPS code measurements for 

geodetic receiver

– Annex 4- Template for the calibration report to the BIPM

Guidelines 
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Status of Group 1 calibrations

EURAMET APMP SIM COOMET

B3TS/GPS/Equip/Link B3TS/GPS/Equip/Link B3TS/GPS/Equip/Link TTS-4/GPS/Equip

PTB Concluded NICT Concluded NIST Concluded SU Measurements 

completed

OP Concluded NIM Concluded USNO Concluded

ROA Concluded TL Concluded

Phase 1 - March-April 2013: BIPM-OP-BIPM

Phase 2 - April 2013-Sept. 2014: BIPM-PTB-BIPM-TL-BIPM-NMIJ-NICT-BIPM-NIM-BIPM-PTB-ROA-BIPM

Phase 3 - Nov. 2014-Nov. 2015: BIPM-SU-BIPM (also includes absolute calibration at SU)

Phase 4 - Jan. 2015-June 2015: BIPM-NIST-USNO-BIPM-OP-PTB-BIPM

Results of initial BIPM G1 have been published in July 2015. 

Values implemented in (not all) receivers in September 2015

New (lower) uncertainties in September 2015 Circular T
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More info will be given in Section 6 of Circular T (see next slides) 

New method for computing calibration uncertainty (1-sigma values)

UCAL(A-B)(t0) = (UCAL02 [+ ∆UALIGN(A/B)2 + ∆UCAL(A/B)2 ])1/2

– For Group 1: UCAL0 as estimated in the analysis report (typically 1.7 ns)

– For Group 2: UCAL0 is a default value (2.5 ns)

– Optional values ∆UCAL for poor behavior during calibration trip and ∆UALIGN for 

alignment of a new receiver to a calibrated one;

Aging: Calibration uncertainty increases for t > t0

Next actions (1): Implementation for Circular T
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Group 1 SU calibration to be finalized.

Group 2 trips can start right away.

BIPM goal to repeat visits to G1 laboratories typically every 2 years

– Strategy for G1 trips to be designed

– Corresponding strategy for update of G1 results

Next actions (2): Continuation of trips
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Changes to be introduced in January 2016

Section 2 (TAI - TA(k)) on web only

Section 5 (UTC-GNSS times) modified (and will become Section 4)

New calibration information in Section 6 (will become Section 5)

Explanatory Supplement of BIPM Circular T will be available on 

the ftp server of the Time Department 

Part II: Evolution of BIPM Circular T
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Section 2: [TAI – TA(k)]

Section 2 will be eliminated from Circular T

Values of  [TAI-TA(k)] will continue to be computed and published 

on the ftp server of the Time Department

(http://www.bipm.org/en/bipm-services/timescales/time-ftp/publication.html).
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Section 5 (future section 4) on [UTC-GNSS times]

New section 4 will provide only the values for the relations of UTC 

and TAI with predictions of UTC(k) disseminated by GNSS (as 

decided at the 20th Meeting of the CCTF). 

The relations of UTC and TAI with the GNSS System Times will be 

calculated and published on the ftp server of the Time Department.
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Section 6 (future section 5)

New section 5 will provide more detailed information on the 

equipment used. 

The calibration uncertainties will be more reliable. Traceability to 

the original information will be provided as much as possible.
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Section 6 of BIPM Circular T (present)

uA , uB do not have 

a clear meaning, in 

particular uB

Time transfer

equipment is NOT 

identified

Calibration Types 

are unclear, no 

reference to 

calibrations

Tracing calibrations 

and alignements 

very difficult
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New Section 5 of BIPM Circular T (Starting January 2016)

uSTB replaces uA

(characterizes the 

stability of the link)

uCAL replaces uB

(represents the 

calibration 

uncertainty)

Time transfer

equipment is

identified

Cal_IDs allow to 

access reports of 

calibration or 

certificates 

Additional info on 

alignments, 

transfer of 

calibration, etc.

Link to 

web/database

from pdf version
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UTCr official BIPM product in July 2013

Made available every week since that time

Paper published Metrologia 51 33, 2014

UTCr remains within 1.1 ns RMS from UTC

Part III: Rapid UTC, an update
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• UTC is not adapted for real and quasi-real time applications.

• UTC is calculated with one-month data batches, and available monthly

in BIPM Circular T under the form of [UTC-UTC(k)] at five-day intervals;

• Extrapolation of values over 10 to 45 days based on prediction models

is necessary to many applications.

• The Rapid UTC project (UTCr) was presented at the CCTF(2012)

• UTCr declared an official product in July 2013 (week 1336)

• Impact of UTCr
• on UTC contributing laboratories: More frequent assessing of the UTC(K)

steering, and consequently better stability and accuracy of [UTC(k)]; Enhanced

traceability to UTC.

• on users of UTC(K): Access to a better “local” reference, and indirectly, better

traceability to the UTC “global” reference;

• on GNSS: Better synchronization of GNSS times to UTC, through improved UTC

and UTC(k) predictions.

Rapid UTC project and UTCr
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Every Wednesday before 18:00 UTC on

ftp://tai.bipm.org/UTCr/Results/ and on the

regular Time Dpt ftp server.

Also ASCII files with UTCr-UTC(k)

Results of the official UTCr product since

July 2013;

Back results of the pilot experiment stage in

subdirectory Results/pilot_experiment;

Publication of UTCr
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UTCr-UTC

Not a single way to estimate UTCr-UTC.

We use a weighted average over the laboratories participating to UTCr:

Comparisons between UTCr and UTC

11/2012-07/2015

Mean=-0.2ns Stdev=1.1ns
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As seen from BIPM Circular T, GLONASS time and UTC(SU)_GLONASS

are now in line. Calibration still to be performed.

Reminder: some changes to be introduced in January 2016 in 

Circular T section 5 (as mentioned before)

Part IV: GLONASS Time and UTC, an update
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GNSS Timescales
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[UTC – GLN time] and [UTC - UTC(SU)_GLN] from Circular T


